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Become a AVON Representative 



Welcome at AVON

We are glad to hear that you are interested in selling our AVON products as an AVON 
Representative through AVON Cosmetica Ariadne!

AVON in The Netherlands and Belgium

Sadly, AVON has stopped in the Netherlands and Belgium and doesn’t deliver directly to the 
Netherlands or Belgium. We import everything from AVON Germany and this is also the reason 
why our campaign books are only in German.

Your orders/packages from AVON will arrive at Sales Leader Gaby Ross in Germany and she will 
send them from a Dutch post office to the AVON Representatives in the Netherlands and Belgium. 

The delivery will take about 3 working days to get from AVON to Germany. After that it usually 
takes 1 more working day to send it from Germany to your house. The shipping costs to your 
address for packages up to 10kg are €7,25 for the Netherlands and €11,- for Belgium.

It’s also possible to collect your order/packages directly from Gaby’s house at the border of the 
Netherlands/Germany. If you choose for this option, you won’t have to pay the extra shipping costs 
of €7,25 or €11,-.

Gaby Ross lives next to the A12 (A3 from Germany) so it’s very easy to pick up your order/delivery 
by car.

Her address is:

Gaby Ross
Im Mühlenfeld 31
46446 Emmerich am Rhein
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What does AVON needs from you to register as an AVON Representative?

•  A copy of your passport
•  A signature on the registration form

When you start working as an AVON Representative you will get one campaign book of the current 
campaign and one AKTUELL (which is NOT for customers!)

The AKTUELL contains samples and new products that will come in the next campaign.

Important bank account numbers

After you have ordered you will receive an email from AVON with the amount to be paid.

You will need to transfer money to two different bank accounts:

1. AVON Cosmetics DE74700700100152410700 (The amount of your order placed at AVON  
 or pay online on your AVON account through Sofort Banking. This last option will be 
 quicker.)

2. E. Papaconstantinou NL06ABNA0441492169 (The amount for the shipping cost from 
 Germany to your house)

As soon as the amount of AVON and the shipping costs have been paid, AVON will ship your order/
package.
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Practical information

• To make sure everything goes a smooth as possible, we suggest your customers pay their  
 order directly when placing their order. 

• The ending dates for each campaign are binding. Meaning that any order, placed by you,  
 submitted after the deadline of the campaign won’t be processed. You have to submit 
 your order online before 23:59 on the end day of the campaign.

• The prices in the AKTUELL are final. Discounts can not be applied on those prices and the  
 minimum order is always €50,-. 

• You can order as much as you like from a campaign. Each order must be at least € 50,-.  
 Please note that products which are not in stock at AVON will not count towards the 50,- 
 and your discount. 

• Products from the AKTUELL can only be ordered 1x per AKTUELL (unless stated 
 otherwise)

• Products from the AKTUELL and Clearings cannot be returned unless they are defective.

• Complaints about your order can only be processed within a week after receiving your 
 order.

• On avon.de/home, under “DAS SOLLTEN SIE WISSEN”, you can find mistakes and 
 changes for some products (for example printing errors). At “NACH DIRECTIONS” you will  
 find all the important changes and messages.

• If you want to return a product to AVON, you will need to send it within 2 months after  
 placing the order with “RUECKSENDEFORMULAR” (which you can find on the backside of  
 your invoice).
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The discounts for AVON Representatives

The discounts per quarter for your orders are as following:

• Starting at € 50 your discount will be 15%

• From € 100 your discount will be 20%

• From € 170 your discount will be 25%
 
• From € 250 your discount will be 30% 

In the 1st quarter (Campaign 1 – Campaign 4) everyone starts with the discount cumulatively (as 
described below).

Example CUMULATIVE (C1 = campaign 1, Q1 = Quarter 1)

First order in C1 of €50,-
Second order in C1 of € 120  
Third order in C1 of €80

On your first order you will get 15% discount as your total for Q1 is €50,-. On your second order 
you will get a discount of 25% as your total for Q1 is then €170,-. On your third order you will get 
a discount of 30% as your total for Q1 is €250. This means that you get a 30% discount for all your 
order up till campaign 5. With campaign 5 a new quarter will start (Q2) and you will have to start 
from the beginning again.

The discount you get will be applied on most products. There are some products however which 
only have a max discount of 10%. These products are usually special items which people can buy 
when reaching specific order amount limits. Don’t worry, you will see the 10% on your invoices next 
to the products. 
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TRUE-Program

Every consultant receives a sales target from AVON for every quarter. If you manage to reach your 
target you can unlock a higher discount for the next quarter. These sale targets are announced 
before a new quarter starts. If you do not reach a sale target in a quarter, don’t worry. You will then 
just get the normal discounts up to 30%.

The higher discount you get in the next quarter when reaching your sale target in the previous 
quarter does only apply on cosmetic products. All non-cosmetic products have a limit of 30% 
discount.
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“I hope to meet you soon and welcome you 
in our AVON family!”

Eleftheria Papaconstantinou
 Owner AVON Cosmetica Ariadne
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Welcome to the AVON family! 


